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1. Introduction
This study presents a fast approach to compare protein 3D structures with protein structure
alphabetic alignment method. First, the folding shape of 5 consecutive residues is
represented by protein folding shape code (PFSC) (Yang, 2008) and thus protein folding
conformation can be completely described by PFSC. With complete description for folding
shape along the backbone, any protein with given 3D structure can be converted into an
alphabetic string and aligned for comparison. Consequently, this approach is able to
provide a unique score to assess the global similarity in structure while it supplies an
alignment table for analysis of local structure. Several sets of proteins with diverse
homology or different degrees in complexity are compared. The results demonstrate that
this approach provides an efficient method for protein structure alignment which is
significant for protein structure search with high throughput screening of protein database.
Comparison of protein structures is a challenging task because of complication of 3D
structure which involves ambiguous procedure in analysis. First, protein structure
obviously is not a simple geometric subject. It is not easily to superimpose two proteins
together because the specific emphasis of one portion of structures may cause other parts
with similar structures to orient toward different directions in geometric space. In practice,
an individual turning point in protein may overshadow entire similarity between two
structures. Second, it is hard to develop a uniform process to compare the proteins with
different homologies. For protein structures with identical amino acid sequence or with
mutation in sequence, the comparison often requires sensitivity to distinguish the
conformers with higher similarity in structure. However, for proteins with drastic difference
in structural conformation, the good comparison expects a consistent procedure to evaluate
the similarity in variant cases. Significant variation of protein conformation is primarily
determinate by sequence difference, which affects the formation of hydrogen bond, van der
Waals force interaction and disulfide bridge. Also, the protein conformation may be
changed by other factors, such as solvent effect, protein-protein interaction, ligand docking
and so on. From view of topological order of secondary structure, if two structures belong to
different categories in protein classification, such as under different families, superfamilies,
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folds and class, the structural comparison becomes more difficult. An ideal method should
have a consistent process to assess the similarity for proteins with various homologies in
structures.
Many established methods for protein structure comparison were developed and evaluated
(Kolodny et al., 2005). DALI method (Holm & Sander, 1993; Holm & Park, 2000) is
frequently used in protein structure comparison based on the alignment of distance
matrices. LGA method (Zemla, 2003) generates the different local superposition to detect the
regions where the structures are more similar. CE method (Shindyalov & Bourne, 1998) is
for calculating pairwise structure alignments. Two proteins are aligned by using
characteristics of local geometry between C-alpha positions. Heuristics are used in defining
a set of optimal paths joining aligned fragment pairs with gaps. The path with the best
RMSD is subject to dynamic programming to achieve an optimal alignment. 3D-BLAST
method (Mavridis & Ritchie, 2010) is developed to align the protein structures using 3D
spherical polar Fourier for protein shape. There are many of well known methods, including
DAL (Kryshtafovych et al., 2005; Hvidsten et al., 2003), MAMMOTH (Ortiz et al., 2002),
ProSup (Lackner et al., 2000), VAST (Madej et al., 1995; Gibrat et al., 1996), SSAP (Taylor &
Orengo, 1989), STRUCTAL (Subbiah et al., 1993), LSQMAN (Kleywegt & Jones, 1994), SSM
(Krissinel & Henrick, 2004), FlexProt (Shatsky et al., 2002), FATCAT(Yuzhen & Adam, (2003)
and TM-align/score (Zhang Y & Skolnick J. 2005).
For optimistic solution, most of methods attempt to find out higher number of equivalent
residues while obtain lower value of root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) through
superimposition of protein 3D structures or alignment of structural fragments.
Unfortunately, it is tough to optimize these two parameters simultaneously because the
intention of higher number of equivalent residues leans higher RMSD, or the favor of lower
RMSD leads less number of equivalent residues. In protein structural superimposition two
factors, the cutoff distance for RMSD and the initiative focusing location, may be artificially
adjusted. These artificial factors are not unique for various methods and they may be
changed on case-by-case basis with using same method. Apparently it directly affects the
outcome of protein structural comparison. So, it is not surprised that with different methods
or even same method, it may produce different values of RMSD and different numbers of
equivalent residues. Consequently, different methods may generate unlike rank of similarity
in assessment of proteins structures.
The structural alignment is a popular approach for protein comparison which has been
developed by different strategies. First strategy is the rigid body alignment, which directly
superimposes two proteins with possible best fitting to obtain the lowest RMSD and higher
number of equivalent residues. Second strategy is the non-rigid body alignment, which
allows smaller structural fragments of proteins with certain flexibility to orient or shift for
better fittings, and then adopts various algorithms of measurement for similarity. However,
no matter how the protein structure is partitioned, the acquisition of optimum result still
involves obtaining the lowest RMSD and highest number of equivalent residues, which are
two of contradictory adjustments. The attempt of direct alignment of geometric objects is
difficult because no unique resolution is able to handle a geometric object of more than three
points with no double superposition. In order to avoid direct alignment of geometric objects,
the structural alphabetic alignment is a solution.
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The earliest application of structural alphabets was the reorganization of the secondary
structure in protein, and then adopted letter “A” for -helix, “E” for -strand and “C” for
coil. Furthermore, the structural alphabetic methods (Brevern et al., 2000; Kolodny et al.,
2002; Micheletti et al., 2000; Rooman et al., 1990; Schuchhardt et al., 1996; Unger et al., 1989;
Sander et al., 2006; Tung et al., 2007; Ku & Hu, 2008; Karplus et al., 2003; Murphy et al., 2000)
have been developed for more detail assignment for representative folding shapes. Different
approaches in structure alphabets defined different length of peptide and adopted different
number of prototypes for folding shapes. With pentapeptide motif, Protein Blocks (PBs)
method determined 16 of folding shapes and use alphabets represent these primary
prototypes (Kolodny et al., 2002). Thus, it was applied to protein structural alignment
(Brevern, 2005; Joseph et al., 2011). Based on different designs in structural alphabets, a
variety of methods of structural alphabetic alignment have been developed (Ku & Hu, 2008;
Karplus et al., 2003; Tyagi et al., 2006; Melo & Marti-Renom, 2006; Friedberg et al., 2007;
Tyagi et al., 2006; Guyon et al., 2004; Sacan et al., 2008; Wang & Zheng, 2008). The
performance of structural alphabetic alignment approaches are significantly faster than the
methods based on 3D structural comparison, and the unambiguousness is avoided during
structural superimposition. However, to date the prototypes of folding shapes in structural
alphabetic methods are obtained by observations from training database, and then the
primary motifs for folding patterns are determined by statistics judgment. With training
database, the experimental observations may collect most of folding patterns with higher
frequency of appearance in protein, but may leave out certain folding shapes as leak because
of its rare appearance in proteins. Also, each prototype of folding pattern or alphabet is
isolated without association meaning. A recently developed structural alphabets approach,
protein folding shape code (PFSC) (Yang, 2008), overcomes the shortcomings, which is
comprised by complete folding patterns for motif of five residues, and all folding patterns
have the meaningful interrelated relationship.
In this study, a set of 27 PFSC vectors is used to describe the folding shapes of protein
structure, and to apply to structural alignment. The 27 PFSC vectors are rigorously obtained
by mathematical derivation to cover an enclosed space, and represent all possible folding
shapes for any five of successive C atoms (Yang, 2008). The 27 PFSC vectors are
symbolized by 26 alphabetic letters plus $ symbol, which are capable completely to describe
the change of protein folding shapes along protein backbone from N-terminus to Cterminus without gap. With complete description of folding shape for any given protein 3D
structure, a consistent method for alignment of protein structures is developed, which is
able to assess the structural similarity with various homologies.

2. Method
2.1 Conversion of alphabet description
The protein 3D structure is first converted into alphabetic description with protein folding
shape code (PFSC) (Yang, 2008). With PFSC approach, a set of 27 PFSC vectors represent all
possible folding shapes for each five successive C atoms. The 27 PFSC vectors, prototypes
of folding shapes and alphabets are shown on top of Fig.1. The 27 PFSC vectors are able to
map all possible folding shapes, including the regular secondary structure and irregular coil
and loop. The 27 PFSC alphabetic codes are able to describe the change of protein folding
shapes along based on five successive C atoms. It provides a complete alphabetic
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description of protein structural conformation from N-terminus to C-terminus without gap.
To take protein structure of 8DFR (PDB ID) as sample, the folding shape of each of each five
successive C atoms is converted into one of 27 PFSC alphabetic letters along protein
backbone. Consequently, the structural folding conformation is expressed by the PFSC
alphabetic description and is demonstrated on bottom of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The 27 protein folding shape code and the conversion of protein alphabetic
description. Top: Three blocks represent three regions of pitch distance of motif for five
residues; the nine vectors in each block represent the nine folding shape patterns
determined by two torsion angles; each vector is simultaneously represented by a letter, a
folding shape pattern and an arrow. The vector characteristic is represented by an arrow
line. The “”, “” or “*”at each end of vector indicates the folding features similar to -helix,
-strand or random coil respectively. Bottom: 8DFR (PDB ID) is a sample to illustrate how
protein backbone conformation is converted into PFSC alphabetic description. The folding
shape of each five successive C-alpha atoms in a protein backbone from N-terminal to Cterminal is converted into alphabetic description. “A” represents a typical alpha helix with
red color and “B” beta strand with blue. The folding shape is derived from secondary
structure in pink color, and shape for loop or coil in black.
2.2 Protein Folding Shape Alignment (PFSA)
With one-dimensional PFSC alphabetic description, the protein conformation structures are
able to be compared by protein folding shape alignment (PFSA) approach (Yang, 2011).
Similarly as sequence alignment, the PFSC alphabetic strings for proteins are aligned to
match the similarity. The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm of dynamic programming
technique (Needleman SB & Wunsch, 1970) is used in the PFSA for structural alignment.
Therefore, the structural similarity of two proteins is able to be discovered by structural
alphabetic alignment with PFSA approach.
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In PFSA approach, a substitution matrix for 27 PFSC vectors is defined according
relationship of vector similarity. Within substitution matrix S, each element of similarity
matrix S[i, j] is determined by the similarity between PFSC[i] and PFSC[j], which is
determined by the integrated relationship of 27 PFSC vectors (Yang, 2008). For identical
folding shape, the value S[i, i] = 2; for analogous folding shape, the value S[i, j] = 1 and for
different folding shape, the value S[i, j] = 0. The substitution matrix S is displayed in Table 1.
In next step, a similarity matrix for two proteins is constructed. According substitution
matrix S, all elements of similarity matrix M are able to be determined. It assumes that m
and n are the lengths of amino acid sequence for protein A and B respectively. Thus the
lengths PFSC strings for protein A and B are m-4 and n-4. With the protein folding shape
strings of protein A[3…m-2] and protein B[3...n-2], a similarity matrix M with (m-4) x (n-4)
dimension is constructed for a pair proteins of A and B in structural alignment. The third
step is to obtain a sum matrix by computing the elements of the similarity matrix according
the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. With the sum matrix, an optimized structural alignment
is obtained based on tracing elements from the largest value to smaller value. When the
track shifts from diagonal in the sum matrix, it actually tries to reduce the mismatch by
insertion of gap for match of identical or analogous folding shape.

Table 1. The substitution matrix of 27 PFSC vectors. The top row and the left column list the
27 PFSC letter. The value of element in substitution matrix is 2 for identical folding shape
code; 1 for analogues folding shape code; empty means zero for different folding shape
code.
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2.3 Similarity score
With optimized alignment, the protein structural similarity score is calculated. Each match
of identical folding shape is assigned by 2; analogous folding shape 1; different folding
shape 0; penalty of open a gap -2 and penalty of extended a gap -0.25. The value of protein
folding structure alignment score (PFSA-S) is determined by the total contribution of
identical folding shapes, analogous folding shapes and gaps. The score is normalized with
below function.

Here IDFS is the number of identical folding shapes, ANFS the number of analogous folding
shape, GPO the number of open gaps, GPE the number of extended gaps and TSQ is the
length of PFSC of protein. The denominator in formula, 2 x TSQ, assures the value of PFSAS to equal numeral one for comparison of two identical structures. When similarity between
two protein structures decreases, the value of PFSA-S will decrease. When two proteins
have less similarity, the structural alignment produces larger number of gaps, which may
give negative value for PFSA-S and signify no noteworthy similarity existing. For
normalization, the value of PFSA-S is limited to larger or equal to zero, so any negative
value of PFSA-S is converted as zero. Therefore, the PFSA approach provides a normalized
score between one and zero to evaluate the protein structural similarity.
2.4 Alignment table
With comparison of one-dimensional alphabetic strings for protein folding conformation,
the PFSA alignment table is generated. There are two types of alignment tables, i.e.
sequence-dependence mode and sequence-independence mode. For same protein or
proteins with mutation, the structural alignment for conformation analysis may prefer the
sequence-dependent mode because gap insertion is not necessary. For proteins with
different sequence and size, the structural alignment takes the advantage of the sequenceindependent mode, which allows inserting gaps to obtain the best match in local structural
similarity.
The PFSA alignment table possesses several features. First, the alignment table is able
explicitly to reveal the similarity and dissimilarity for local structure. Second, the alignment
table exhibits how all similar fragments are matched or shifted with insertion of gaps. Third,
it intuitively display how the structural folding shape associates with the corresponding
residue of five consecutive amino acids, which is able to assist the analysis of relationship
between amino acid sequence-structure-function in protein.

3. Results
3.1 Conformation analysis
Protein structure 1M2F (PDB ID) has 25 conformers obtained by NMR spectroscopy and
show in Fig. 2(A). 1M2E (PDB ID) in Fig. 2(B) is the average structural models of 25
conformers of 1M2F (Williams et al., 2002). All of these structures apparently have identical
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sequence and similar 3D structural conformations. To differentiate the structures with
higher similarity requests a tool with higher sensitivity to distinguish each conformer in
global and local structure. With PFSA approach, each conformer of protein 1M2F and the
structure of 1M2E are converted into one-dimensional PFSC alphabetic description, and
then are aligned for comparison. The PFSA alignment table is displayed in Table 2.

Fig. 2. Images of protein for structural comparisons. (A): 25 conformers of protein 1M2F. (B):
protein structure of 1M2E. (C) and (D): N-terminal domain and C- terminal domain in chain
A of 1A2O.
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Table 2. PFSA Alignment Table: Conformation alignment of 1M2E-A and 25 conformers of 1M2F.

1M2F and 1M2E are listed on left column. The amino acid sequence and rule for number of residu
protein folding shape code (PFSC) for each conformer is listed following the structure name. The
with red color, the -strands with blue color and the tertian fragments with black. Also, the analog
structure are remarked with pink color.The PFSA alignment table has the capability for analysis o
alignment table does not only align the secondary structure (font with red and blue colors), but it
tertian structure (font with black color). Second, the alignment table exhibits the detail element ali
within each of fragment of secondary structure. The font with pink color indicates the alteration in
or the flexible terminal of secondary structure. Third, the alignment table is able intuitively to rev
structural stability or flexibility. For example, in regions of fragment of residues (50-54) and fragm
conformations show the fluctuation in 25 conformers, which indicates these two regions with mor
protein segments.
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The PFSA approach has capability for evaluation of global similarity. It provides PFSA-S as
score to assess the global structural similarity. The 1M2E in Fig. 2(B), as average structure, is
compared with each of 25 conformers of 1M2F in Fig. 2(A). The similarity scores are listed
with descending order of PFSA-S in Table 3, including the number of identical and number
of analogous folding shapes. Also, the results are compared with LGA method (Zemla,
2003). Both of PFSA-S and PFSA alignment table explicitly display the structural difference
in protein conformation analysis. Apparently, the PFSA approach has ability to differentiate
each conformer with its appropriate sensitivity.

Name
1M2F-1
1M2F-7
1M2F-2
1M2F-18
1M2F-25
1M2F-8
1M2F-20
1M2F-13
1M2F-15
1M2F-14
1M2F-10
1M2F-12
1M2F-3
1M2F-16
1M2F-24
1M2F-9
1M2F-21
1M2F-11
1M2F-17
1M2F-23
1M2F-19
1M2F-5
1M2F-22
1M2F-6
1M2F-4

PFSA-S
0.964
0.962
0.956
0.956
0.954
0.952
0.952
0.950
0.948
0.943
0.939
0.939
0.937
0.937
0.937
0.931
0.931
0.929
0.927
0.926
0.920
0.918
0.914
0.906
0.893

PFSA
ID_FS
AN_FS
118
11
117
12
120
7
120
7
116
12
115
13
112
17
117
10
113
15
113
14
114
12
114
12
116
9
113
13
110
17
113
12
113
12
109
17
114
10
113
11
116
6
112
11
110
13
106
17
106
20

Gaps
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

N
133
131
135
134
134
135
133
131
130
133
135
133
129
133
133
132
130
134
133
132
134
134
131
130
130

LGA
RMSD GDT_TS
0.93
96.111
0.85
95.741
0.91
96.296
0.89
95.370
0.94
95.000
0.79
97.037
0.94
95.926
0.95
95.370
0.80
95.185
0.91
95.962
1.09
95.556
0.92
95.370
0.74
94.074
0.70
96.296
0.89
95.185
1.14
95.000
0.80
95.556
0.84
95.926
0.80
96.296
1.00
93.704
0.95
96.111
1.04
95.556
0.85
95.000
1.05
92.963
1.01
94.444

Table 3. Comparison of 25 conformers of 1M2F to average structural model of 1M2E with
PFSA approach and LGA method. All data are sorted by values of PFSA-S. Left column lists
the names of 25 conformers of 1M2F. PFSA: approach of protein folding structure
alignment; PFSA-S: PFSA score for structural similarity; ID_FS: number of identical folding
shapes; AN_FS: number of analogous folding shapes and Gaps: number of insertion gaps.
LGA: LGA method (Zemla, 2003); GDT_TS: an estimation of the percent of residues (largest
set) that can fit under the distance cutoff of 1, 2, 4 and 8 Å. N: number of superimposed
residues under a cutoff distance and RMSD: root mean square deviation of all
corresponding C-alpha atoms.
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3.2 Domain-domain comparison
The proteins belong to different categories in the structural classification of protein (SCOP)
(Murzin et al., 1995) are compared. The structures 1M2E in Fig. 2(B) is compared with Nterminal domain of chain A of 1A2O (1A2O-A) in Fig. 2(C) and then its C-terminal domain
in Fig. 2(D) respectively. Although, all of three structures are classified as the class of alpha
and beta proteins (/), they belong to two of different folds in SCOP. Both structures of
1M2E and N-terminal domain of 1A2O-A belong to Flavodoxin-like fold, but the C-terminal
domain of 1A2O-A belongs to Methylesterase CheB fold. The summary of structural
classification of 1M2E, N-terminal domain and C-terminal domain of 1A2O-A is listed in
Table 4.
First, the alignment table provides the detail information of alignment for local structural
fragments. Table 5 shows the comparison of 1M2E and N-terminal domain 1A2O-A while
Table 6 shows the comparison of 1M2E and C-terminal domain of 1A2O-A. The alignment
tables in Table 5 and Table 6 display how the fragments with similar local folding shapes are
matched up with insertion of gaps. In alignment table, the aligned identical protein folding
shape code is marketed with “|”, the analogue with “*”, the different with “^” and the
insertion with “+”. Actually, the alignment table shows the optimized structural alignment
with matching all local structural fragments between two proteins. Second, the PFSA-S
provides the quantitative assessment of similarity for global structural comparisons. The
PFSC-S values are listed in Table 4, including the numbers of identity and analog of folding
shapes, and the number of insertion gaps. In contrast to C-terminal domain, the comparison
of N-terminal domain of 1A2O-A and 1M2E have higher PFSA-S similarity score (0.7214 vs.
0.2109), larger number of identical and analogous folding shapes and less number of gaps.
The results reflect the homologous difference of these two pairs of proteins in structure
classification.

Table 4. Comparison of structure of 1M2E with N-terminal domain and C-terminal domain
of Chain A of 1A2O. Top rows show the structural classification of 1M2E, N-terminal
domain and N-terminal domain of 1A2O-A. The bottom four rows list the values of
structural similarity of comparison of 1M2E with N-terminal domain and N-terminal
domain of 1A2O-A respectively with using PFSA approach
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Table 5. PFSA Alignment Table: Protein Folding Structure Alignment of 1M2E and N-Terminus Do
of 1M2E and N-terminus domain of 1A2O are listed on left column. Amino acid sequence is listed o
section. The protein folding shape code (PFSC) for each structure is listed following the structural n
are remarked with red color, the -strands with blue color and the tertiary fragments with black. A
with secondary structure are remarked with pink color. The “|” indicates the alignment with ident
analogous folding shapes; “^” different folding shapes. The “+” represents the insertion of gaps.
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Table 6. PFSA Alignment Table: Protein Folding Structure Alignment of 1M2E and C-Terminus Do
of 1M2E and N-terminus domain of 1A2O are listed on left column. Amino acid sequence is listed o
section. The protein folding shape code (PFSC) for each structure is listed following the structural n
remarked with red color, the -strands with blue color and the tertiary fragments with black. Also,
with secondary structure are remarked with pink color. The “|” indicates the alignment with ident
analogous folding shapes; “^” different folding shapes. The “+” represents the insertion of gaps.
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3.3 Protein comparison
Proteins may be comprised by single domain or multiple domains in the chain structure. To
take protein chain-chain in alignment will related to multiple domain comparison. For
example, insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF1R) and insulin receptor (INSR),
transmembrane proteins belonging to the tyrosine kinase super-family, have multiple
domains in structure. Over the past two decades, rich structural data of IGF1R/INSR has
been accumulated, and the sequence alignment was applied in comparison (Werner et al.,
2008; McKern, 2006; Garrett, 1998; Pautsch, 1997; Hubbard, 1997; Lou, 2006; Garza-Garcia,
2007). In this study, instead, the folding conformations of IGF1R and INSR are directly
aligned for structural comparison. The crystal structures of first three domains of L1-CR-L2
structures of IGF1R (PDB ID: 1IGR) (Hubbard, 1997) and INSR (PDB ID: 2HR7) (Murzin,
1995) are available in PDB. The images of first three domains for IGF1R (1IGR) and INSR
(chain A of 2HR7) are displayed in Fig.3. Both L1 and L2 domains consist of a right-handed
-helix conformation. The CR domain is composed of seven modules with eight disulphidebond connectivity.

Fig. 3. Structural images of IGF1R (1IGR) and INSR (2HR7). The IGF1R and its L1, CR and
L2 domains are shown in the top row; INSR and its L1, CR and L2 domains are shown in the
bottom row. The atomic geometric coordinates of 1IGR and 2HR7 are obtained from the
protein databank (PDB). The image was drawn with RasWin Molecular Graph
ics V. 2.6. The structural images are displayed by -carbon backbone or cartoon views.
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Table 7. PFSA Alignment Table: Insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (1IGR-A) and insulin receptor
represents the chain A of IGF1R; 2HR7-A for chain A of INSR. Seq: sequence of amino acid. PFSC le
red -helix; blue -strand; pink analogous -helix and -strand. Numeric rules are displayed at top
The rules indicate the hundredth, tenth and digit numbers. PhyChe: The physicochemical propertie
physicochemical properties are labeled with nonpolar side chain for hydrophobicity: P, acidic side c
glycine with unchanged hydrogen as side chain: H. The Polar group of amino acids is divided into
properties. Amino acid with hydroxyl group –OH: O, with carbonyl and amide group O=CNH2: N
Geom: geometric size and characteristic of amino acid. Tiny: T, small: S, large: L and hardiness: H.
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The structural is assessed. The sequence similarity is evaluated by the percentage of
identical residues. The structural similarity is quantitatively assessed by PFSA score. The
similarity of three domains of L1, CR and L2 for IGF1R and INSR are summarized in Table
8. Overall, two protein structures have 60% of sequence in identity with structural similarity
score at 0.860. Furthermore, each pair of domains is compared. The L1 domain has 67% of
sequence in identity with structural similarity score at 0.909, the L2 domain 64% of sequence
in identity with structural similarity score at 0.929 and CR domain 49% of sequence in
identity with structural similarity score at 0.749. The PFSA scores specified that the L1 and
L2 domains have higher structural similarity than the CR domains. Also, L2 domains have a
higher degree of structural homology than L1, even though L1 has a higher degree of
identity of sequence. With PFSA approach, the quantitative assessment of similarity
between IGF1R and INSR agrees with previous quality specifications by sequence
alignment. However, detail structural features are exposed for comparison.

Domain
L1 + CR + L2
L1
CR

L2

Residues
1IGR-A (1-459)
2HR7-A (4-469)
1IGR-A (1-147)
2HR7-A (4-154)
1IGR-A (148-299)
2HR7-A (155309)
1IGR-A (300-459)
2HR7-A (310469)

Sequence
Identity

Structural Homology
PFSA
Score

Identical Analog

GapO

GapE

60%

0.860

353

68

10

6

67%

0.909

119

20

4

0

49%

0.749

96

30

5

6

64%

0.929

133

16

1

0

Table 8. Quantitative assessment of similarity for domain structures between IGF1R and
INSR. PFSA Score: protein folding structural alignment score – a value for structural
similarity; Identical: number of identical folding shapes; Analog: number of analogous
folding shapes; GapO: number of opened gaps for structural alignment and GapE: number
of extended gaps for structural alignment. Sequence identity is obtained with running J
Aligner at http://jaligner.sourceforge.net/

4. Discussion
4.1 Feature of PFSA approach
4.1.1 Consistent procedure
The PFSA approach provides an unambiguous procedure for protein comparison based on
structural alphabetic alignment. First, the PFSA approach relies on complete assignment of
protein conformation. The PFSC provides a complete assignment of protein conformation
for any protein with given 3D structure. Without usage of training database, all 27 PFSC are
obtained by restrict mathematical derivation. Each PFSC vector or alphabetic letter
represents a special folding shape of five successive C atoms in protein backbone. The
folding shape of each of five successive C atoms in protein backbone is assuredly assigned
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by one among 27 PFSC vectors. Therefore, the protein backbone from N-terminal to Cterminal gets complete alphabetic assignment for folding conformation without gap.
Second, the PFSA alignment of alphabetic strings is a consistent process. The PFSA
approach is able to avoid the artificial choice of geometric parameters in structural
comparison, such as the adjustment of initiative focusing location, cutoff distance for RMSD
and the length of segment. Similarly as sequence alignment, the structural alphabetic
alignment provides a fast and steady procedure for protein structure comparison. Third, the
PFSA approach is able to handle protein comparison in various homologies, i.e. in wider
scope of structure difference. This feature is well demonstrated by results of comparison of
conformers in Table 2, comparison of different proteins in Table 5 and Table 6, and
comparison of protein with complicated structures in Table 7. Furthermore, the PFSA
approach is able to categorize the protein structures according structural classification in
homology. With structure classification of protein SCOP (Murzin, 1995; Andreeva, 2008) as
gold standard, the PFSA assessed the homologous degree for a set of protein structures, and
the distribution of similarity scores, PFSA-S, was overall agreed with the categories in SCOP
(Yang, 2011).
4.1.2 Normalized score and unique measurement
With normalization of PFSA-S score, the structural similarity of various proteins is easily
assessed. If two structural data are an identical protein structure, the PFSA-S equals one. If the
structural similarity decreases, the value of PFSA-S decreases. When the value of PFSA-S is
near zero or less than zero, two proteins have large difference in conformation shape. The
PFSA-S score is normalized by size of protein. In PFSA approach, the length of protein folding
shape string is used as the denominator in formula for normalization when the PFSA-S is
calculated. If a pair of two proteins is compared, anyone of proteins may be taken as the
referent protein. If a set of proteins are compared with a reference protein, the similarity scores
are normalized according the length of referent protein. The PFSA approach provides a unique
quantitative measurement to evaluate the similarity in protein structural comparison.
4.1.3 Local structural comparison
The PFSA alignment table is able to compare protein structures in detail. The onedimensional alphabetic string expresses the change of protein folding conformation along
backbone. A letter of PFSC represents the folding shape of fragment for five successive
amino acids. In alignment table, the protein folding conformations are aligned with
similarity. The PFSA alignment table is comprised with the amino acid residues by adhesive
to the associated folding shape code. Furthermore, the PFSA alignment table includes
physicochemical properties of amino acid residue which are expresses by alphabetic letters
as seen in Table 7. Therefore, the PFSA alignment table may become a good tool to study the
relationship between sequence-structure-function. The PFSA alignment table has capability
to exam the structural similarity as well as dissimilarity. In alignment table, if the local
structures match with identical or analogous folding shapes, it reveals the structural
similarity; if local structures align with different folding shapes, it exhibits the dissimilarity.
Also, some of unmatched local structures are shifted with insertion of gaps to display the
dissimilarity. In general, it is hard to straightforwardly expose both of similarity and
dissimilarity with protein 3D structural image or computer modeling animation. Protein
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modeling provides visualization for view of 3D structure, but PFSA alignment table
provides digit description for conformation. The combination of application of protein 3D
modeling with PFSA alignment table is helpfully to inspect both of similarity and
dissimilarity in protein structures.
4.2 Comparison with other methods
Different methods adopt various strategies to study specific geometric parameters for
protein structural comparison. With different parameters and approaches, all methods have
a common goal trying to evaluate the similarity of protein structures. As complexity, it not
surprise there is no unique outcome for protein comparison. In this study, the results from
PFSA approach are compared with other methods.
4.2.1 PFSA vs. LGA
LGA method (Zemla, 2003) is an important approach for protein structure comparison.
Specially, it is extensively applied for assessment of similarity for protein prediction in
Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) (Kryshtafovych
et al., 2007; Moult et al., 2009). The 25 conformer of 1M2F and its average model of 1M2E are
compared by both of PFSA approach and LGA method respectively. The results are listed in
Table 3, where all structures are ranked by the order of PFSA-S. LGA method and PFSA
approach adopt different strategies to assess the structural similarity. LGA method is
designed to evaluate the longest continuous segments (LCS ) searching for the largest set of
‘equivalent’ residues that deviate by no more than a specified distance cutoff. GDT_TS is an
estimation of the percent of largest set of residues that can fit under selected cutoff
distances. A scoring function (LGA_S) was defined as a combination of these values and can
be used to evaluate the level of structure similarity of selected regions. However, PFSA takes
the fixed length of segment of five successive C atoms to determine the folding shape, and
then directly makes the alignment with structural alphabets. It is not surprised that PFSA
and LGA methods present different ranks in structural comparisons. Due to higher
similarity, the comparison of 25 conformer of 1M2F requires a tool with sensitivity to
distinguish structural perturbation. The PFSA approach provides finer description for
folding conformation. Each PFSC code steadily represents the folding shape of five
successive residues and each of PFSC vector can be transformed from one to another. 27
PFSC vectors cover all possible folding shapes. Therefore, each conformer of 1M2F acquires
a complete assignment along protein backbone, so the alignment is performed with full
length of structure from N-terminal to C-terminal. Furthermore, with structural alphabets,
the PFSA adopts an unambiguous process in alignment for protein comparison. Except
similarity score PFSA-S, with folding shape for each five residues, the PFSA approach
provides explicit comparison in alignment table. Therefore, the PFSA approach offers a
complementary tool in analysis of protein conformation.
4.2.2 PFSA vs. CE
The combinatorial extension (CE) method (Shindyalov & Bourne, 1998) breaks each
structure in the query set into a series of fragments that it then attempts to reassemble into a
complete alignment. A series of pairwise combinations of fragments are used to define a
similarity matrix through which an optimal path is generated to identify the final alignment.
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The size of each aligned fragment pairs is usually set to empirically determined values of 8
and 30 respectively. One group of 20 structures, the quaternary complex of cAMP
dependent protein kinase, has certain structural similarities and is compared with the
structure of 1ATP-E by CE method and PFSA approach respectively. The results of
comparisons between 1ATP-E and 20 of cAMP dependent protein kinases are listed in Table
9 which is sorted in the order by Z Score of CE. Two conclusions are observed from results.
First, the ranks of similarity are overall agreed between CE and PFSA, except the structures
with number 5, 8, 9, 10 and 18. With PFSA approach, the assessment of similarity is an
aggregate of matched folding shape, structural topological distribution, gap and size of
protein. Thus, the rank for structural similarity may be adjusted by relative size of compared
proteins. 1ATP-E, as reference protein, has sequence length of 335 and other structures, as
target proteins, with the matched size may have higher PFSA-S. Referring the length of
1ATP-E, for example, the similarity of structures 5 and 8 is assigned with lower values of
PFSA-S because of having large difference in length of 298 and 438; the similarity of
structures 18 with higher value of PFSA-S because of having matched length of 366.
CE
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

PDB ID
1APM-E
1CDK-A
1YDR-E
1CTP-E
1PHK
1KOA
1KOB-A
1AD5-A
1CKI-A
1CSN
1ERK
1FIN-A
1GOL
1JST-A
1IRK
1FGK-A
1FMK
1WFC
1KNY-A
1TIG

Size
350
350
350
350
298
491
387
438
317
298
364
298
364
298
306
310
452
366
253
94

NA
336
336
336
303
255
258
260
237
260
249
254
253
254
253
244
251
245
240
112
54

NG
0
0
0
0
28
20
20
31
47
37
55
69
55
69
69
54
19
72
79
3

RMSD
0.3
0.4
0.5
1.5
2.5
2.7
2.8
2.5
2.8
2.4
2.6
2.2
2.6
2.4
3.3
3.5
2.8
3.1
4.3
4.2

Z Score
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.4
7.2
7.1
7.1
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.7
6.5
6.2
6.2
5.6
3.9
3.9

ID_FS
282
271
274
249
161
205
182
117
128
117
171
168
174
161
136
141
122
157
114
71

PFSA
AN_FS Gaps
48
5
57
3
43
0
52
19
83
59
88
21
99
24
133
102
113
46
117
43
106
43
88
52
99
43
96
50
103
53
81
66
129
104
94
54
89
83
17
228

PFSA-S
0.9145
0.8968
0.9092
0.8074
0.5034
0.6122
0.6382
0.3825
0.4725
0.4439
0.5768
0.5557
0.5535
0.5553
0.4552
0.4322
0.4040
0.5294
0.3592
0.0565

Table 9. Comparison of 20 of quaternary complex of cAMP with strucrure of 1ATP-E (PDB
ID: 1ATP, chain E, sequence length 335). NA: number of aligned position; NG: number of
non-aligned position; RMSD: results based on C alpha atoms over the length of the
alignment; Z Score: measure of the statistical significance of the result relative to an
alignment of random structures. ID_FS: number of identical folding shapes; AN_FS: number
of analogous folding shapes and Gaps: number of insertion gaps; PFSA-S: PFSA score for
structural similarity.
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Second, the CE method indicates that 20 protein structures have similar fold as structure of
1ATP-E. However, the PFSA has capability further to distinguish the dissimilarity between
20 structures of cAMP dependent protein kinases. According to CE method, if Z Score is
larger than 3.5, the compared proteins have similar fold in structure. The values of Z Score
of 20 structures of cAMP are from 3.9 to 7.9, so they all have similar fold structure as 1ATPE. The values of PFSA-S for 20 structures are distributed in the wide range of 0.9145 - 0.0565.
According to PFSA approach, the value of PFSA-S is near one when two structures have
high similarity, and on the contrary, the value of PFSA-S is near zero when two structures
with less similarity. The PFSA-S value 0.0565 is for comparison between 1ATP-E and No. 20
of structure. PFSA-S near zero indicates that the pair of structures is dissimilar. It is noted
that the sequence length of structures 20 is 94. To compare with 1ATP-E, two structures
have big difference in length and the alignment generates 228 gaps which give the lower
value of PFSA-S. Therefore, the PFSA has ability to distinguish the structural deference in
more detail.
4.2.3 PFSA vs. other methods
A set of 10 pairs of proteins with lower structural similarity was recognized as difficult
structures for comparison, and was evaluated by VAST (Madej et al., 1995; Gibrat et al.,
1996), DALI (Holm & Sander, 1993; Holm & Park, 2000), CE (Shindyalov & Bourne, 1998),
Prosup (Lackner et al., 2000) and LGA (Zemla, 2003) methods respectively. The structural
similarity was evaluated by two optimistic parameters, i.e. lower RMSD and larger number
of equivalent residues. It is apparently, in Table 10, that various methods gave comparative
results for each pair of proteins. The results from various methods provide complementary
information for protein structural comparison. Overall, the ProSup and LGA methods
provided consistent results with restriction of RMSD less than 3.0. The PFSA, however,
offers new observation for assessment of similarity of protein structures. First, the similarity
is able to be evaluated by a single value of the PFSA-S. In order to compare with other
methods, information of (sum of number of identical and analogous shapes) / (number of
gaps) / (PFSA-S) is listed in Table 10. The similarity score of PFSA-S is determined by
number of identical shapes, number of analogous shapes and number of gaps. Second, the
value of score PFSA-S may judge the similarity crossing isolated comparisons, i.e. the values
of score PFSA-S from unrelated comparisons can be used to assess the protein homologous
degree. Each pair of proteins in Table 10 is a lonely comparison without common reference
structure, but the value of PFSA-S may indicate which pair of structures has higher
similarity. In Table 10, the results of each pair of comparison are sorted according the values
of PFSA-S descendingly. For example, the pair of comparison of 1CEW-I and 1MOL-A has
the PFSA-S = 0.564 and the pair of comparison of 1CID and 2RHE has the PFSA-S = 0.384. A
conclusion may be obtained that the pair of 1CEW-I and 1MOL-A has higher structural
similarity than the pair of 1CID and 2RHE. Third, relative size of compared proteins makes
the contribution to structural similarity in PFSA approach. With various methods, the value
of RMSD is often used to make judgment of structural similarity. For example, the pair of
comparison of 1CEW-I and 1MOL-A have the RMSD (VAST: 2.0, DALI: 2.3, CE: 2.3, ProSup:
1.9and LGA: 2.0); the pair of comparison of 1TEN and 3HHR-B have the RMSD (VAST: 1.6,
DALI: 1.9, CE: 1.9, ProSup: 1.7 and LGA: 1.9). Both pairs have lower RMSD than other
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remaining pairs and have overall agreement with various methods. However, PFSA
approach distinguishes these two pairs by PFSA-S. With PFSA-S = 0.456, the pair of 1TEN
and 3HHR-B is ranked below other five pairs, including the pair of 1CEW-I and 1MOL-A
with PFSA-A = 0.564. The separation is explained by a factor that the pair of 1CEW-I and
1MOL-A has comparable length of sequence (108 : 94), but the pair of 1TEN and 3HHR-B
has larger different in length (99 : 195). The contribution of relative difference of size is
counted in PFSA approach. Therefore, with normalization of PFSA-S, for separated
comparisons, the similarity degree still can be evaluated without common reference protein.
Proteins
1CEW-I
1FXI-A
1BGE-B
1CRL
3HLA-B
1TEN
1TIE
2AZA-A
2SIM
1CID

N1

Proteins

N2

108 1MOL-A 94
96
1UBQ
76
159 2GMF-A 121
534
1EDE
310
99
2RHE 114
99 3HHR-B 195
166
4FGF
124
129
1PAZ
110
381 1NSB-A 390
177
2RHE 114

VAST

DALI

CE

ProSup

75/2.0
48/2.1
71/2.3
186/3.7
58/2.3
76/1.5
76/1.6
70/2.1
299/4.2
78/2.0

81/2.3
52/2.5
94/3.3
212/3.6
74/3.0
86/1.9
114/3.1
82/3.0
289/3.2
96/3.1

81/2.3
64/3.8
107/3.9
219/3.8
83/3.3
87/1.9
116/2.9
84/2.9
275/3.0
97/2.9

76/1.9
54/2.6
87/2.4
161/2.6
71/2.7
85/1.7
101/2.4
82/2.6
248/2.6
84/2.3

LGA

PFSA

79/2.0
69/24/0.564
61/2.6
59/28/0.538
91/2.5
92/47/0.526
182/2.6 264/237/0.475
74/2.5
69/25/0.473
87/1.9
72/71/0.456
104/2.3 88/35/0.456
80/2.2
81/36/0.453
269/2.6 249/129/0.428
93/2.3
75/61/0.384

Table 10. Comparison of 10 pairs of proteins with lower structural similarity using various
methods. N1 and N2 are the lengths of proteins. For methods of VAST, DALL, CE, ProSup
and LGA, the results are presented as (Number of identical residues) / (RMSD). For PFSA
approach, results are presented as (sum of number of identical and analogous shapes) /
(number of gaps) / (PFSA-S). The results of each pair of comparison are sorted according
values of PFSA-S descendingly.

5. Conclusion
The PFSA approach adopts the vector of folding shape of five residues as element, and the
geometric feature of folding shape is embedded by alphabets as representation. With
application of alphabets, the alignment of protein structures is straightforward and steady.
This study demonstrates two advantages in PFSA approach. First, 27 PFSC vectors are able
to cover all possible folding shapes of five successive C atoms in protein. This is
fundamental important because it offers a complete description of folding conformation for
any protein with given 3D structure. Second, with consistent procedure, the PFSA approach
generates unique score for similarity and detail information in alignment table, which
provides new observation for the protein structure comparison.
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